
Name:                                                           5-a -day     SPAG 
 

Monday 8th June  

 
1 
Pick the correct word or words from the 
options for each sentence below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
Which of the words below need a capital 
letter? 
 
we enjoyed visiting prince rock primary school 
on wednesday. 
 
 
 
 

3 
Which box should have the ? or ! 
“Wow ”  exclaimed Benny, “I can’t believe I 
got full marks.” 
 

4 
State whether the sentence is a question, 
command or statement. 
Eat that cake now 
 

5 
Which are nouns and which are adjectives?   
I thought the play was boring but James said he was excited when he listened to the songs. 
 

Tuesday 9th June  

 
1 
Select the correct plural 
The child / children / childs/ are playing on the 
field. 
 

2 
Sort these words into 3 columns:  nouns, verbs 
and adverbs. 
to run                            casually 
 
monster                                           very 
 
slowly             cake                   be 
 

3 
Which sentences below use commas correctly? 
He bought fish, chips, mushy, peas and a can of 
coke. 
My brother ate cake, an apple, a banana, and a 
packet of salt and vinegar crisps. 
 
 

4 
Which of the words below need a capital 
letter? 
billy came to our school today from canada.  he 
wants to learn french. 
 

5 
Look at the underlined words in the sentences below.  Replace them with words that have a 
similar meaning. 
He liked eating cake. 
Casey had a nice coat to wear. 
“Ouch!” said Mrs Fox. 

1. The window was broke / broken / 
breaked by the ball. 

2. Mandy writ / wrote/has wrote  a 
letter. 

3. Benjie has /eaten / eated / ate/ a 
large cucumber. 



 
 

Wednesday 10th June  

 
1 
State whether the sentence is a question, 
command or statement. 
Do you know the way to Florida 
 

2 
Which are nouns and which are adjectives?   
Carefully I opened the box.  Inside I found a red 
hat and a blue coat. 
 

3 
Find the verbs and the adverbs below.  Make 
two lists. 
Casually, Raj strolled into the room and looked 
slowly around.   
Running quickly, Sally escaped from the 
galloping horse.  She tripped carelessly on a 
fallen log. 
 
 

4 
Select the correct plural 
My foots / feets / feet ache today. 
 
 

5 
Which box should have the ? or ! 
Sam asked, “Can I go to the toilet”  after he had sat down in the car.  
 

Thursday 11th June  

 
1 
Which are nouns and which are adjectives?   
Carefully I opened the box.  Inside I found a red 
hat and a blue coat. 
 
 

2 
Write down the number of verbs in this 
sentence. 
Suzy enjoyed watching TV while eating cake. 
 

3 
State whether the sentence is a question, 
command or statement. 
He liked the sandwich I made for him 
 

4 
Which sentences below use commas 
correctly? 
In the bag I found pens, pencils, crayons and a 
ruler. 
My favourite, lessons are maths, history and 
geography. 
 

5 
Find the adjectives and nouns in the sentences below.   
Please could I have a large fish and small portion of chips? 
What happened to that enormous building? 
Where can I find a nice restaurant that serves healthy food? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Friday 12th June  

 
1 
Select the correct plural 
The mouses / mice / mices enjoyed the cheese. 
 

2 
Which punctuation mark goes in the box?   
 
My mum whispered , “Would you like to eat 
the last bit of ice-cream ”  
 
I ate way too much ice cream  
 
“Could you get the ice cream out of the freezer 
please  “ 
 
 
 

3 
Look at the underlined words in the sentences 
below.  Replace them with words that have a 
similar meaning. 
Which of these is the biggest? 
In the dark she felt anxious. 
My favourite book is the one with the red 
cover. 
 
 

4 
Find the verbs and the adverbs below.  Make 
two lists. 
Whilst out for a winter jog, Manjip was very 
tired. 
During the day Pip went for a long walk.  
 

5 
Change all the underlined verbs from the past tense to the present tense. 
I ran all the way home. 
He hid under the table. 
I waved at the queen and shouted. 
I was thinking about my maths. 
 
 

 

 


